
Little Sweet 721 

Chapter 721: Switched personality within seconds 

 

Ye Mu Fan acted graciously and like he didn't mind at all. "Hey~ Head stylist He, don't panic, I was just 

speaking my mind and didn't plan on making you take responsibility for this incident. It's just a design. I 

can give you over ten of mine in a day." 

"Since you like it so much, I'll give it to you then. It's no big deal - we were once colleagues anyway, so I 

don't mind giving you another manuscript if you want!" 

"Yyy-you... you you..." He Jun Cheng was so mad that he nearly spewed out blood. 

Ye Mu Fan said he didn't mind, but he didn't have any evidence at all yet he managed to stick the label 

of stealing his work onto He Jun Cheng. Also, with his current status, everybody would naturally believe 

what he said. 

"Oh my god, I really didn't expect He Jun Cheng to be someone like that - picking up someone's 

manuscript and calling it his own!" 

"Exactly! How could he act so brazenly just because the other party doesn't have any evidence, huh?" 

"He actually said Felix stole his work! Shameless!" 

The crowd who had spoken up for He Jun Cheng just seconds earlier already shifted priorities 

completely; they were all mocking He Jun Cheng the way they ridiculed Ye Mu Fan awhile ago. 

He Jun Cheng and Ye Mu Fan were akin to a beggar and a millionaire. 

A beggar accusing the millionaire of stealing his money - would anyone believe this? 

Ye Mu Fan looked at He Jun Cheng, who was attacked from all sides till he had no rebuttal, and a cold 

light flashed in his eyes. 

Tsk, so what if I was just spouting random nonsense? 

With my current status, do I still need any evidence to mess with him? 

Anyway, with what Ye Mu Fan said today, He Jun Cheng's professional career could be considered 

destroyed already. 

This was because nobody knew how many designs were in the aforementioned manuscript. Whether He 

Jun Cheng's future designs would be from the stolen manuscript or created by him, nobody would know. 

As for Shen Meng Qi, who was wearing the stolen design, her future wasn't any better... 

This chairperson, Mu Wen Qing, was obviously on Ye Mu Fan's side and he was also a very protective 

person. He immediately struck He Jun Cheng's name off the Fashion Association and called security to 

chase him out... 

The other stylists from Assembly of Stars were ashamed as well and they silently left one after another. 



Shen Meng Qi looked like a fool. She stood on the stage in a daze and not a single person helped her out 

of this embarrassing situation. 

She held onto a glimmer of hope and looked towards Ye Mu Fan - although this man was vain and 

frivolous, he was devoted to protecting her and each time something happened to her, he was the first 

to appear... 

However, this time, Ye Mu Fan didn't even glance at her once the entire time. 

The man was completely surrounded by groups of people going up to him; she couldn't even see the 

back of his head... 

"Haha, with pleasure, with pleasure..." 

Ye Mu Fan was busy socializing like a fish back in the water when he caught sight of a familiar figure 

walking towards him. He was so shocked he nearly spat out his wine. 

"My boss is here, I've got to go! Please make way!" Ye Mu Fan hurriedly passed his glass to a staff 

member nearby then rushed over—— 

Seeing how Ye Mu Fan had switched personalities within a second, director Zheng said helplessly, "Why 

do I find that each time our vice-chairperson sees director Ye, he behaves like a mouse seeing a cat?" 

The staff member didn't know whether to laugh or cry. "That's true... usually, Felix can be quite arrogant 

- he won't give anyone face whenever he's in a bad mood, but with just one word from director Ye and 

he'll obey instantly!" 

"Where did this director Ye from Dazzling come from? He has so many great experts under his control!" 

Chapter 722: Too biased 

 

In the little garden: 

Ye Mu Fan didn't have the time to change outfits. The guilt on his face was unconcealable. "Bbb-boss..." 

Ye Wanwan scanned him from head to toe. "What happened?" 

Ye Mu Fan was very obedient and confessed instantly. "Wanwan, I'm sorry! I made a mistake! Although I 

did drive a little faster, it was the other party's fault - he was driving in the opposite direction! So the car 

is damaged..." 

"Are you injured?" Ye Wanwan frowned. 

"Just some abrasions..." Ye Mu Fan replied weakly. 

Ye Wanwan: "As long as you're fine, it's alright. Nevermind that the car is damaged." 

"Wanwan..." Ye Mu Fan was teary-eyed when he realized his sister wasn't scolding him. 

Previously, Ye Wanwan really was too strict with him which made him so submissive whenever he saw 

her now. 



"Have you settled that issue with He Jun Cheng?" Ye Wanwan asked. 

Ye Mu Fan grinned. "Don't worry, it's settled! That guy even asked me for evidence just now! Haha, 

what a joke!" 

Ye Mu Fan looked at his sister and his eyes lit up. "Wanwan, you were right - as long as one has 

authority, justice can be sought at any time!" 

Actually, there was a period of time when he was filled with hatred, felt that heaven was unfair and felt 

embittered. After all, all credit for his efforts was taken by someone else which nearly caused him to be 

psychologically imbalanced. 

Finally, it was Wanwan's words that helped him settle down and focus all his energy on his work. 

When Ye Wanwan heard that, she looked at Ye Mu Fan in such high spirits and felt a warmth in her 

heart. "That's good. Let's go home together for dinner tonight!" 

Ye Mu Fan: "Alright!" 

... 

That night, Ye Wanwan and Ye Mu Fan returned home to a tableful of dishes prepared by Liang Wan 

Jun. 

"Shao Ting, don't drink so much!" 

Ye Shao Ting was all smiles. "It's okay - it's a joyous day today!" 

Seeing Wanwan becoming more sensible and even Mu Fan stabilizing with his career taking off, there 

was a gratified feeling in his heart that was indescribable. 

This sense of gratification was incomparable to any of his past achievements. 

"It's daddy's fault for making the two of you suffer so much..." Ye Shao Ting knew very well how 

challenging the future would be for his two children. 

Ye Wanwan replied sweetly, "Dad, what nonsense. You're the best father in the world!" 

If it wasn't for her, her dad would never be in this state today. 

In this industry where only benefits mattered, blood relations and love weren't even worth a mention. 

There weren't many who would do the same as Ye Shao Ting, giving up everything for the sake of his 

children. 

Ye Shao Ting looked at his daughter lovingly, but when he looked at his son, his face instantly turned 

rigid. "Rascal, when will you ever change this impulsive character of yours! How many times have I told 

you to drive slower, drive slower! You haven't listened to me at all! Look at you! You've damaged such 

an expensive car! How much did it cost?" 

Ye Mu Fan held his head when he heard his father's scolding. Here we go again. 



Ye Wanwan hurriedly said, "Daddy, it's the other party's fault for drunk driving, not ge-ge's fault. 

Anyway, we can just get another car if it's damaged. That model is a little dated already and with ge-ge's 

current status, it's time for a change!" 

Ye Shao Ting nodded. "En, Wanwan's right." 

Ye Mu Fan: "..." 

Tears flowed down Ye Mu Fan's face. "Dad, you're too biased, eh. I say something a hundred times and 

it's pointless, but when Wanwan says something once, you agree instantly..." 

Chapter 723: I am the one with ulterior motives 

 

Liang Wan Jun laughed and shook her head. Her eyes were filled with gratitude as she looked at her son 

and daughter. 

Sitting and joking around together as a family like this was something she didn't even dare to imagine 

before. 

Liang Wan Jun seemed to have remembered something when her face darkened slightly and she said 

hesitantly, "Oh right, Shao Ting, mom called yesterday and asked... Mu Fan and Wanwan to go over to 

the old residence for a meal when they're free..." 

After hearing what Liang Wan Jun said, Ye Mu Fan's face turned frosty. "What for?! I'm not going!" 

Ye Wanwan glanced at Ye Mu Fan plainly and said, "Mu Fan's quite busy lately; he probably doesn't have 

time to go over. Maybe next month. Ge, remember to get grandpa and grandma some gifts these next 

few days - pick something nice." 

Ye Mu Fan had a change in his tone instantly. "Oh, got it!" 

Liang Wan Jun couldn't help but burst out in laughter - Ye Mu Fan was just complaining that his father 

only listened to Wanwan but he was doing the same thing too. 

Although the two elders would never change their opinions of her, she didn't want Wanwan and Mu Fan 

to be implicated. 

With Mu Fan's character, he would easily be taken advantage of by Ye Yiyi and her mother... 

Thankfully, Wanwan could help advise Mu Fan, so Liang Wan Jun was much more at ease. 

Looking at her daughter becoming prettier and more sensible, the feeling in Liang Wan Jun's heart felt 

sweeter than honey and she asked caringly, "Wanwan, how are things between you and Ah-Jiu?" 

In order to reassure her parents, Ye Wanwan nodded repeatedly. "En en, we're great! School holidays 

are coming up and we're preparing to travel~" 

When Ye Mu Fan heard that, his face tensed up instantly. "Just the two of you? No way! I'm going as 

well!" 

"No!" Ye Wanwan rejected him directly. 



Ye Mu Fan became stern. "Wanwan, you're too naive, traveling alone with him. That guy must have 

some ulterior motive!" 

Ye Wanwan looked disapprovingly at him. "Yes, of course there is an ulterior motive, but I am the one 

with the ulterior motive, so you aren't allowed to come along!" 

Ye Mu Fan: "..." 

Ugh! Driving me mad! 

... 

The next day, the incident at the Grand Fashion Ceremony was reported by the media with added oil 

and vinegar [1]. 

Both the media and public were on Ye Mu Fan's side - he was talented, handsome and occupied a high 

post, so why would he bother to tarnish a nobody's name? 

Since he wasn't trying to tarnish He Jun Cheng's name, that meant it was a fact. 

At the office: 

Ye Wanwan was flipping through a pile of documents about identifying precious stones when a knock 

came at the door. 

"Come in." 

"Director Ye..." 

Upon seeing who it was, Ye Wanwan's eyes flashed subtly. "Man Zhu, take a seat. Is something the 

matter?" 

Meeting the man's eyes, Shen Man Zhu blushed a little and stood there hesitating for a long while 

before she finally said shyly, "That... director Ye... Felix... did he help me pass something to you?" 

Ye Wanwan's fingers lightly rapped against the shiny desk and said, "Your number?" 

Shen Man Zhu's face turned redder and she whined, "I've been waiting all night and didn't get any call. 

Director Ye, do you dislike me that much..." 

Ye Wanwan coughed lightly and pinched her brows. 

She wasn't very experienced at rejecting girls... 

Obviously, it was also impossible for her to have any experience with that. 

It was simpler with men - she could just speak her mind without any psychological barriers, but this 

other party now was a cute and delicate girl. Once she put herself in her shoes and thought about it, it 

would truly be too ruthless to reject her directly. 

Chapter 724: Hubby, look here 

 



Ye Wanwan thought long and hard about her rejection speech and finally said, "Man Zhu, you're a great 

girl..." 

Shen Man Zhu felt worse. "Don't give me that cr*p!" 

Ye Wanwan: "Uh..." 

At this current moment, the entrance of Dazzling Media was surrounded by fans. 

A seven-seater car stopped at the entrance and a youth in a black western suit stepped out of the car. 

Luo Chen had always been fond of dressing himself up in campus-style clothes and appearing in white 

shirts and jeans. Ever since Ye Mu Fan had taken over, Luo Chen's style had started to shift towards a 

more mature style of dress - he was currently dressed in a classic uniform, causing his fans' blood to boil. 

"Ah ah ah! Luo Chen, Luo Chen, Luo Chen! Luo Chen, I love you!" 

"My only love, my Chen! The stars [1] will never fall!" 

"Hubby, look here!" 

"Ah ah ah..." 

Ever since "Terrifying Dragon 2" aired, Luo Chen experienced a burst in fame and directly entered the 

ranks of A-list newbies. 

While the fans were screaming continuously, another person stepped out of the seven-seater car. 

Gong Xu still had his cherry blossom pink messy hair, but his style had totally been transformed by Ye 

Mu Fan - he was no longer wearing those blinding neon colors and was more focused on taste and 

character. He was still arrogant and unruly, but he was no longer so brainless and non-conforming who 

attracted a large batch of fans who cared only about an artist's looks. 

Gong Xu straightened his collar and was upset. "Tsk tsk, fans these days are lacking in class, huh? What's 

so nice about a face with facial paralysis?" 

After speaking, he smiled and greeted his fans, "Hi~" 

His smile was even more dazzling than the sun; his little canine tooth was explosively adorable and 

carried a hint of seduction. 

"Ah ah ah ah ah—— Gong Xu Gong Xu! Too cute! I want to make babies with you!" 

"Oh god oh god! I'm going to faint——" 

After receiving some enthusiastic shrieks from his fans, Gong Xu was finally satisfied. 

"You two ancestors! Come in quickly! Otherwise, security won't be able to hold them back anymore!" 

Xiao Qing and Dong Zai hurriedly ushered these two people into the company building. 

Gong Xu and Luo Chen looked at each other but didn't speak at all; they took the private lift together. 

Gong Xu didn't like knocking before he entered. 



When they arrived at the door of Ye Wanwan's office, he directly pushed the door open. 

"Ye-ge, I'm back——" 

In the next second, everyone at the door saw Shen Man Zhu and Ye Wanwan hugging... 

Gong Xu: "Uh..." 

Luo Chen: "..." 

Four pairs of eyes looked at each other in dismay. 

"Sorry for interrupting." Gong Xu was the fastest to return to his senses and he slammed the door shut 

immediately. 

"Aiyo, damn, that's exciting ah ah ah ah——" 

The moment the door was shut, Gong Xu began howling and attempted to peep through the gap of the 

door excitedly. 

Behind him, Luo Chen furrowed his brows and obviously disapproved of Gong Xu's behavior. 

Sensing Luo Chen's contemptuous gaze on him, Gong Xu rolled his eyes at him. "Psh! Bloody fake, stop 

pretending! Don't you want to know what's going on inside?" 

My curiosity's exploding! 

Damn damn damn! What's going on? 

Isn't Ye-ge gay? Why would he and Shen Man Zhu... hm? 

At the same time, in the office: 

Ye Wanwan was extremely troubled. She didn't even have to think to know how Gong Xu would 

misunderstand what he just saw. 

Actually, nothing happened just now - Shen Man Zhu was a little emotional after being rejected by her, 

so she pounced on her for a hug. 

She wasn't prepared for this at all. Who'd have known that at this very moment, Gong Xu would 

suddenly push the door open... 

[1]: Stars in Chinese is "Xing CHEN" so that's why one of Luo Chen's fans chanted that phrase. 

Chapter 725: The type of girls he likes 

 

"Sor-sorry! Did I cause trouble for you?" Shen Man Zhu was apologetic. 

"Don't worry, I'll explain." Ye Wanwan handed her a piece of tissue. 

After some time: 

Shen Man Zhu came out of the office. 



Gong Xu was anxiously waiting and once he saw her walking out, he acted like a robber and pulled her 

to a quiet corner. "Aiya, I didn't know Shen Man Zhu has a crush on Ye-ge, eh?" 

Shen Man Zhu had just gotten rejected, so she was in a bad mood and glared at him. "Can't I?" 

"Sure sure sure, of course you can! My Ye-ge is so dashing that even I was moved. It's very normal for 

you to have a crush on him! So how's the progress?" Gong Xu tried fishing for juicy gossip. 

Shen Man Zhu's face fell. Just by looking at her expression, he knew things hadn't gone well. "Director 

Ye isn't interested in women at all..." 

Gong Xu: "..." 

Hearing Shen Man Zhu's complaining, Gong Xu thought: Of course, because he likes men, silly! 

Gong Xu's eyes shifted. He seemed to have thought of something as he revealed a sinister smile. 

Uh huh, that's a good sign! 

Now that there are more and more chicks falling for Ye-ge... there's a chance of pulling him back, right? 

I really dislike... that man with an eerie aura... 

He's not compatible with Ye-ge at all! 

With that thought, Gong Xu turned to Shen Man Zhu and asked sincerely, "Man Zhu, do you know how 

to win Ye-ge over?" 

The dejected Shen Man Zhu immediately looked at him. "You have a way?" 

Gong Xu patted his chest and said proudly, "Of course. I'm the most favored artist working with Ye-ge; I 

know what he likes!" 

Luo Chen: "..." 

Gong Xu stared at Luo Chen and exclaimed, "What? Do you have something to say?!" 

He looked like he wouldn't accept a rebuttal even if Luo Chen disagreed with what he said. 

Luo Chen glanced at him plainly, unconcerned. However, he turned towards Gong Xu subconsciously 

and wanted to know the answer as well... 

What Ye-ge likes? I really have no idea... 

"What types of girls does Ye-ge like? Quick, tell me!" Shen Man Zhu urged him impatiently. 

Gong Xu swept his gaze over her and said leisurely, "Tell me how you chased him first." 

Shen Man Zhu's face reddened once again. "I... I got Felix to pass my number to him..." 

Gong Xu: "Then what else?' 

Shen Man Zhu: "Then I kept waiting for his call but in the end, I didn't get anything, so I came over to see 

him this morning..." 



Gong Xu, who was waiting for something juicier, blinked and was disappointed. "That's all? Nothing 

else?" 

Shen Man Zhu stomped her feet. "Yes! What else do you want?! It already took me a lot of guts to ask 

Felix to pull some strings for me, okay?!" 

Gong Xu sighed and kept shaking his head. "Ay, this won't do. You're not doing it right at all! Do you 

know what types of girls Ye-ge likes?" 

"Bullsh*t! Obviously I don't, which is why I'm asking you! Are you going to tell me or not? Stop beating 

around the bush!" Shen Man Zhu said, displeased. 

"Come over. I'll tell you!" Gong Xu beckoned her with his index finger. 

Shen Man Zhu immediately leaned over. 

Gong Xu dragged his words and said mysteriously, "Let me tell you, Ye-ge likes girls who are 

unrestrained - the more unrestrained, forward and open, the better!" 

Shen Man Zhu: "..." 

Luo Chen, who acted like he didn't care but was eavesdropping: "..." 

Shen Man Zhu was stunned for a second and asked doubtfully, "You... sure? Judging by director Ye's 

character, he should prefer the sweet, cute, innocent and reserved type, right?" 

Chapter 726: Why is she here again 

 

Gong Xu said firmly, "WRONG! Completely wrong! That's why you failed! Get it?" 

Shen Man Zhu wasn't fully convinced. "Really?" 

Gong Xu spoke matter-of-factly: "Absolutely! So be bold and go get him!" 

Seeing how certain Gong Xu was and considering that he was one of the artists closer to Ye Bai, Shen 

Man Zhu finally believed him and looked enlightened. "I always thought Ye-ge liked someone more 

reserved, but now I know..." 

"Hehe, you don't need me to tell you. I'll give you a big red packet if I succeed!" Shen Man Zhu looked as 

if she was enlightened with infinite wisdom. 

"You're welcome, you're welcome!" 

After Shen Man Zhu left, Luo Chen knitted his brows and glanced at Gong Xu. "What nonsense are you 

talking about?" 

Gong Xu rolled his eyes. "What do you mean nonsense? How do you know Ye-ge doesn't like girls who 

are unrestrained?" 

Luo Chen, who wanted to speak but couldn't refute his words: "..." 

Even though he was Ye-ge's artist and Ye-ge knew him very well, he didn't know much about Ye-ge at all. 



After all the gossip, Gong Xu finally pushed the door open and entered the office. 

"Ye-ge~ Hehehe... your luck with women isn't bad, huh?" 

Ye Wanwan glanced at Gong Xu's despicable face and threw a stack of newspapers at him. On the cover 

was another piece of gossip about Gong Xu and another female star. 

Gong Xu didn't dare to be cheeky anymore. He wailed loudly, "Ye-ge, I'm innocent! This time, it was that 

woman who had malicious intentions to freeload on my popularity! I'm very picky, okay? How could I 

fancy someone like her?!" 

... 

That night, at Pearl River Regal Riviera. 

Ye Wanwan glanced at the stack of documents about identifying precious stones on the coffee table 

then tossed aside the thick pile of documents Si Ye Han prepared for her. 

She told her parents before that she was going on a holiday, but in reality, she was going to Myanmar by 

herself. 

Her first task as part of the Si Corporation was to procure raw stones. 

This was her very first assignment as the future mistress of the household, so it was extremely 

important. 

However, she couldn't guarantee a definite return from "gambling in stones" even if she was an expert, 

much less a beginner who was desperately cramming all the relevant knowledge. 

However, she still chose this risky task... 

Ye Wanwan was in deep thought when suddenly, there was someone at the door again. 

En? Si Ye Han is here so quickly? 

Ye Wanwan quickly got up to open the door. In the end, the moment she pulled open the door, she 

realized the person wasn't Si Ye Han but Shen Man Zhu. 

"Man Zhu..." Upon seeing her, Ye Wanwan was somewhat taken aback. Thankfully, she hadn't changed 

out of her male disguise. 

But what's she doing here at this hour? 

"Ye... director Ye... may I come in?" Shen Man Zhu was dressed in an oversized black coat and was 

completely wrapped up. 

"Please come in." 

After she entered, Ye Wanwan poured a glass of water for Shen Man Zhu. "Man Zhu, why are you here 

at this hour? Is there something urgent?" 



Shen Man Zhu seemed a little nervous. She gulped down half the glass of water. When she recalled 

Gong Xu's advice, she didn't drag things on and immediately got straight to the point. "Ye-ge, can't you 

give me a chance?" 

Ye Wanwan was stunned... 

So she hasn't given up. 

But I already made things so clear today - why is she here again? 

A hint of suspicion flashed across Ye Wanwan's face and she said patiently, "Man Zhu, you should know 

my principles." 

Chapter 727: Please keep your clothes on! 

 

Shen Man Zhu nodded continuously. "I know, I know. Everyone in the industry knows you wouldn't get 

involved with an artist under your care. Ye-ge, don't get me wrong - I don't mean it that way. I don't 

need you to give me any resources or whatsoever, and I also don't want you to break any unspoken 

rules for me. I'm very innocent, very pure..." 

Although Shen Man Zhu didn't say it out loud, Ye Wanwan understood what she meant. 

She didn't want to play with the unspoken rules and merely wanted to have sex with him... 

Very pure indeed... 

After saying her piece, Shen Man Zhu took a deep breath and stood up slowly. Then she placed her 

hands on the sash of her coat. "Director Ye..." 

When Ye Wanwan saw this, she furrowed her brows and suddenly had a bad... feeling... 

All she saw in the next second was Shen Man Zhu pulling her sash and opening her coat. 

Shen Man Zhu wasn't wearing anything inside, just very sexy... provocative lingerie... 

Ye Wanwan: "..." 

It was as if Ye Wanwan had a tsunami in her brain all of a sudden. 

Damn! Aren't you a bit too forward, huh? 

She was so reserved in the day but at night, she suddenly transformed. Why is she so bold and 

unrestrained all of a sudden? 

What happened exactly? 

Despite how calm and collected Ye Wanwan was, she was completely flabbergasted and began coughing 

violently. 

Just as Ye Wanwan's brain was buzzing from the shock, there was a click at the door—— 

At the front door, there was the sound of the door unlocking then came a pair of familiar footsteps. 



Sh*t! I'm dead!!! 

There was only one person who would come over at this hour who had keys to her apartment... 

When Ye Wanwan finally regained her senses, it was too late. 

Si Ye Han had already made his way in and seen the situation in the living room. 

Ye Wanwan: "..." 

But the second Si Ye Han saw the scene, his eyes constricted instantly and his face turned ugly... 

And Ye Wanwan picked up the blanket next to her and threw it over Shen Man Zhu at the fastest speed 

in her life. After that, she charged towards Si Ye Han like an arrow and covered his eyes with her hands. 

"CLOSE YOUR EYES!!!" 

"Ah——" At this moment, Shen Man Zhu realized someone had entered the house and she screamed in 

terror. 

The living room was in complete chaos... 

Bloody h*ll, what's going on here?! 

Ye Wanwan was tense. She stared at Si Ye Han and didn't allow him to open his eyes while speaking to 

Shen Man Zhu. "Man Zhu, put your clothes on properly and leave right now. This is my friend and he 

won't say a word about this." 

Shen Man Zhu was shy and embarrassed at the same time but still remembered Gong Xu's advice. 

"Director Ye... I... I really like you..." 

Hey, please stop talking, I'm begging you... 

Fortunately, Shen Man Zhu was apprehensive since there was someone else in the room and didn't 

speak anymore. She got dressed and left swiftly. 

Shen Man Zhu finally left... 

Ye Wanwan almost collapsed. There were layers of cold sweat on her back. 

A few seconds later, Ye Wanwan lifted her eyes and saw Si Ye Han still standing near the door with his 

eyes tightly shut. 

When Ye Wanwan thought about what Si Ye Han might've seen just now, she wasn't even afraid of him 

anymore but was furious instead. 

Hence, she stomped towards him. "SI YE HAN! How could you simply have come in without knocking?! 

Even if you have the keys, you should at least knock first! You saw it, didn't you? You must've seen it! 

How much did you see? Ugh, I'm so mad..." 

Chapter 728: You were all I saw 

 

Si Ye Han opened his eyes. 



"You're not allowed to open your eyes! I'm still mad!" Ye Wanwan immediately yelled. 

Actually... although Ye Wanwan was just being paranoid, she still felt somewhat uncomfortable when 

she thought about what Si Ye Han might have seen. 

Si Ye Han closed his eyes once again and said expressionlessly, "Put those dirty thoughts away, I didn't 

see anything." 

Ye Wanwan pouted. "LIAR! You obviously saw it!" 

If he didn't see anything, why did he look so terrifying just now? 

He's obviously lying while looking straight at me! 

Oh, wrong, his eyes are shut... 

The way Si Ye Han stood there with his eyes shut really caused her to be lost in wild thoughts... 

Ye Wanwan was entertaining the ridiculous thoughts in her head. After some time, Si Ye Han suddenly 

spoke up. "I didn't - you were all I saw." 

Actually, he should be the mad one since he saw a woman at Ye Wanwan's house in this manner at this 

hour. 

In the end, this girl turned the tables and accused him first. Also, that nervous little face immediately 

made all his anger dissipate. 

This was the very first time she was jealous. 

Even when he knew this might be her tactic of getting out of trouble and he wasn't sure if she was just 

pretending to be angry, his heart couldn't help but feel moved by her... 

Hearing that, Ye Wanwan was shocked. 

Whoa whoa, you actually used some words of endearment? 

I can't see anybody else except you? 

What an... accomplishment... 

Alright then, since it's the first time Si Ye Han said something so direct and sweet, I'll give him some face. 

Ye Wanwan was about to act gracious and forgiving but in the next second, she saw Si Ye Han opening 

his eyes. His cold and threatening gaze landed on her face. "So, explain." 

Ye Wanwan looked at the great devil who had suddenly turned hostile and started his interrogation. 

"Uh..." 

Really... I can only be moved for less than a second. 

Ye Wanwan didn't dare to move at all as she stood there, struggling. "Baby, you won't get jealous even 

with women, right?" 



Si Ye Han's expression already gave the answer to her question: There's nothing he wouldn't be jealous 

of. 

Ye Wanwan tried to reason things out with him. "You can't blame me for this. I swear I've already 

rejected her today and I don't know why she changed tactics all of a sudden. Anyway, I don't have that 

function - what can I do with her even if she seduced me?" 

"Also, because you were rude and didn't know, you saw another woman's body - I'm mad about this so 

we're even, okay?" 

Hearing Ye Wanwan saying that she was also mad, Si Ye Han's face turned gentler. 

Sweeping his eyes across the scattered documents all over the living room, he asked, "We'll be setting 

off the day after tomorrow. Are you ready?" 

Ye Wanwan coughed lightly. "Uh, more or less!" 

Si Ye Han took a seat on the sofa then picked up a technical book. "Finished reading?" 

He looked as if he wanted to cram everything into her head. 

Ye Wanwan gave a look of pain and anguish. "Uh, not yet. I've been reading these things every single 

day and my head is about to explode soon. I only want to look at you right now!" 

Alas, that didn't work on Si Ye Han at all. He said, "Come here." 

Ye Wanwan hurriedly promised him: "Darling, don't worry. Since I dared to snatch this task away from 

Qin Ruo Xi, I won't let you down! I'll make sure I'll do a perfect job!" 

Chapter 729: Great at acting 

 

Actually, she couldn't really blame Si Ye Han for being so paranoid about her. 

In her previous life, Si Ye Han tried many times to pave a way for her, but she messed up each chance. 

However, this time, she would not make the same mistakes... 

The next day, in the Si Corporation conference room: 

Si Ye Han sat on the main seat in the middle. On his left was Ye Wanwan, dressed in a champagne-

colored professional outfit. 

Si Ye Han held her hand and guided her for so long. This was the first time he officially brought her into 

the company as his personal assistant. 

She was in a position where she could intervene with the affairs of any department, familiarize herself 

with the company in the shortest time and build her network. 

"Good morning, everyone. Please give me your guidance in the days to come!" Ye Wanwan stood up 

gracefully and gave a simple greeting. 



As Si Ye Han was sitting right there, it didn't matter what those people were thinking; there were warm 

and welcoming smiles on everybody's faces and of course, Qin Ruo Xi was the first who stood up and 

applauded. 

"As chairman Si's health is not suitable for long-distance travel, I will be going on the Myanmar trip on 

his behalf," Ye Wanwan said. 

At first, Qin Ruo Xi was confirmed as the one going on this trip, but her role was snatched away by Ye 

Wanwan. 

Qin Ruo Xi acted like she didn't hold the slightest grudge and said calmly, "For the procurement of jade 

on this trip, I have prepared quite a bit and done some market research as well. Assistant Ye, if there is 

anything you are unclear about, you can approach me for assistance anytime." 

What she said was simply reminding everybody that Ye Wanwan was taking credit for her work. 

Qin Ruo Xi obviously acting, so Ye Wanwan played along. Ye Wanwan pretended like she didn't sense 

anything and said innocently, "Haha, thank you, director Qin. I won't act overly polite then!" 

The higher-ups who supported Qin Ruo Xi almost couldn't contain their anger anymore seeing how 

arrogant Ye Wanwan was, but just one look from Si Ye Han made all of them shake like quails - they 

didn't dare to even let out a fart and could only shake their heads in unison. 

Ye Wanwan looked coldly at them from the sidelines and suddenly felt that it was quite challenging to 

be in the position of these higher-ups - not only did they have to be professional in their work, but they 

also needed to be great at acting. 

Si Ye Han: "Meeting adjourned. Assistant Ye, come to my office." 

"Yes!" Ye Wanwan put on a bitter face and followed behind the cold and rigid figure. 

Ay, he's definitely going to nag at me again. 

Why does he have to worry so much? 

He already nagged at me the entire night yesterday, but he's still not giving me a break now... 

... 

During the meeting just now, nobody dared to say a word, but once they were dismissed, everything 

they wanted to say came out. 

"Director Qin was simply forced aside just like that by that vixen?" 

"Just look at the way she acts - any man would fall for it, including our BOSS!" 

"Even if BOSS likes her, he didn't have to be so biased, right? Director Qin was supposed to be the one 

going on the Myanmar trip, but the vixen just came in and snatched someone's job away!" 

"Director Qin grew up with BOSS, so obviously Ye Wanwan would want to oppose her!" 

"Tsk tsk..." 



... 

Late at night, Qin Residence: 

In the yard, there was a low vintage coffee table and a cushion next to it. 

Qin Ruo Xi was kneeling on the cushion making some tea. 

Seeing how unmoving Qin Ruo Xi was, a certain someone couldn't contain his anger. 

"Miss Ruo Xi, that woman is stretching her arm longer and longer; she even started to meddle with the 

company's affairs now and snatched the job from your hands on purpose - this is too much!" 

Yuan Sheng's face darkened. "Miss Ruo Xi, I've already checked that the woman doesn't know a thing 

about precious stones, yet she dared to boast and volunteered for the job shamelessly. We have to play 

some tricks to cause her to mess things up. When the time comes..." 

Chapter 730: You'll be satisfied for sure 

 

Qin Ruo Xi looked at him plainly and ordered him, "You're not allowed to do anything." 

Yuan Sheng panicked when he heard her. "She's already bullying you and pushing you to your limit - are 

you just going to continue taking it?" 

Watching Eleven and Feng Xuan Yi benefiting by following Ye Wanwan and seeing Qin Ruo Xi's interests 

getting affected as a result, he was obviously in a panic. 

Before Qin Ruo Xi could say anything, Xue Li, who was next to them, had a look of disdain and 

exclaimed, "Hng, stupid! Miss Ruo Xi already prepared a lot for the procurement of jade in Myanmar this 

time. Even if that woman successfully clinches the deal, credit should go to Miss Ruo Xi - what will it 

have to do with her?! The people in the company aren't fools; shouldn't they know better?" 

When Yuan Sheng heard that, his expression turned much gentler and he mumbled, "That makes sense. 

This woman took credit for Miss Ruo Xi's efforts; it'll only make others dislike her more!" 

A hint of light flashed in Xue Li's eyes, "When the time comes, we can simply use this incident to make 

her lose all favor with everyone!" 

Qin Ruo Xi took a sip of tea before she said, "You're going to accompany her for this trip. You know what 

to do, right?" 

Xue Li replied swiftly, "Miss Ruo Xi, don't worry. You'll be satisfied for sure!" 

... 

In the blink of an eye, it was the day of the trip. 

At the enormous airport, Ye Wanwan, Feng Xuan Yi and a group of people were waiting for their flight. 

For this Myanmar trip, aside from Xue Li and the group of jade experts, Feng Xuan Yi, Eleven and over 

ten members from the Dark Team were going as well. 



As the schedule for this trip was quite rushed and scheduled at the last minute, Ye Wanwan and the 

others didn't have time to charter a flight. 

After waiting for about half an hour, Ye Wanwan and the others boarded the plane bound for Myanmar. 

Aside from Ye Wanwan and her entourage, there was also a middle-aged couple and a little boy around 

the age of eleven or twelve on board. 

It would take about five hours to travel from Imperial City to Myanmar. 

After Ye Wanwan took a seat on the plane, she looked out the window as the engines roared and the 

plane took off. All she saw was the vast sky as lethargy slowly overwhelmed her. She shut her eyes and 

in that moment of darkness, memories from her previous life surfaced in her head. 

In her previous life, Si Ye Han didn't go on this Myanmar trip due to his weakening body as well. Instead, 

Qin Ruo Xi went on his behalf. 

Qin Ruo Xi was very well-versed in the investment of precious stones. Plus, she went to Myanmar on Si 

Ye Han's behalf to invest in precious stones, so in her previous life, Qin Ruo Xi did a lot of research on 

the market prices of precious stones in Myanmar before she set off. 

It could be said that before Qin Ruo Xi set off on the Myanmar trip, she was filled with confidence but 

nobody expected that... 

There were some fluctuations in the precious stone market in Myanmar and although Qin Ruo Xi made 

ample preparations, she still ended up with losses. 

Ye Wanwan couldn't really recall the specific details of what happened. 

In her previous life, even though she followed Qin Ruo Xi and the others to Myanmar, they didn't allow 

her to meddle with the precious stone investments at all. On most days, they only let her follow them 

around and never allowed her to participate in any important company issues. 

One could say that... 

When Ye Wanwan went to Myanmar in her previous life, she was just a useless decoration; Qin Ruo Xi 

and the others didn't care about her presence at all. 

Although that was the case... 

Ye Wanwan followed them around the whole trip, so as far as this present trip was concerned, she felt 

quite calm and confident about it. 

 


